
American Nationalism

The national question defines a nation as a historically constituted community of people who
share a common language. English speaking Europeans who live in the U.S./Canada would be
our real American nation. The goal is to eventually merge with the UK and Australia via
unrestricted travel and work permit. Language is the primary divider, historically constituted
community of people is secondary. Both categories are correctly rooted in scientific origins that
make a nation. Nationalism is independence. Multinationalism is segregation of many nations in
one country, in which history shows the larger nation is always chauvinist towards the others.

English speaking Africans, Hispanics, English speaking Asians, Native Americans, and the
French speaking Europeans in Louisiana/Quebec who have their own languages and/or are
from a different historically constituted community of people should be given land here to form
their own countries. In the 1930s the English speaking African nation sought to form their own
country through the Black Belt Republic. All nations have the right to self-determine, including
us. The split needs to happen to solve the national question. White guilt is a problem, it has
caused a lot of Americans to reject nationalism as a result. There’s no shame in being white and
we can’t dwell on past mistakes we’ve made like slavery. Every race has made mistakes. We
have to let go of the guilt and keep moving forward. Anyone who is against self-determination is
multinational and should not be listened to, especially the Zionist controlled government and
LGB controlled media. Jews are English speaking Europeans, they should denounce Zionism
and assimilate completely by giving up their religion and changing their names. All gay rights
are anti-family and should be abolished.

Private property, individuals owning companies and land, should be banned. This is a part of
communism that’s required to protect nationalism. It doesn't include personal property like guns,
the people need to be armed. If we allow individuals to own companies they’ll continue to ship
jobs overseas to exploit workers for cheap labor. And for jobs they can’t outsource they'll bring
immigrants in for cheaper labor again. A rich person has no nationalist identity, they only care
about money. Capitalism is incompatible with nationalism, it always leads to multinationalism
because of outsourcing and immigrants. Diversity is a tool the rich use to control us. The parties
and individuals in the U.S. who call themselves communist are multinational liberals in disguise
who ignore the national question, pay them no mind. Anyone who isn't a nationalist is a traitor.
Nationalism is a far left ideology. All communist revolutions in history have been waged by
nationalists. Kim Jong-Il’s article: “On Having A Correct Understanding of Nationalism” shows
that real communists are nationalists and real nationalism is communism.

Communism is where strong men and women thrive and physical labor is valued, it's not some
hippie place. Everyone works and contributes, there are no rich or poor freeloaders who leech
on society. In communism the people are in charge, in capitalism the rich parasites are in
charge. The president in both systems is irrelevant. But you can't force communism, it’s up to
the people to decide if they want it or not. If not, then reverting back to industrial capitalism
where we end outsourcing and finance capitalism is an option and a step forward too. A popular
vote between communism and industrial capitalism can decide it.

https://kkfonline.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/On-Having-A-Correct-Understanding-Of-Nationalism.pdf

